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Context & scale

To develop next-generation

energy storage systems with high

energy density and

unprecedented safety, all-solid-

state lithium batteries (ASSLBs)

that replace conventional flam-

mable organic liquid electrolytes

with solid-state electrolytes (SSEs)

have been revived in academia

and industry. However, soft

breakdown hidden in ASSLBs has

not been well realized, which

generally leads to unreliable con-

clusions and significantly retards

ASSLB development. To exclude

this phenomenon, we propose a

simple but effective method—cy-
SUMMARY

Recent years have witnessed significant advances in all-solid-
state lithium batteries (ASSLBs). However, soft breakdown hidden
in ASSLBs has been overlooked in most previous research. More-
over, existing assessment criteria are insensitive to detecting soft
breakdown. Here, we first discuss the current status of ASSLBs
and highlight the challenges of evaluating the soft breakdown
phenomenon with the existing evaluation method. A simple but
effective strategy—cyclic voltammetry—is then proposed to diag-
nose soft breakdown in all-solid-state symmetric cells. To establish
a standard testing protocol, several critical parameters that have
not been well emphasized thus far, including areal capacity, thick-
ness, and porosity of solid electrolytes, are numerically analyzed
to understand their significant effect on the energy density of
practical all-solid-state pouch cells. With these understandings,
we establish a definitive testing benchmark with the aim of guiding
the research efforts toward in-depth scientific understanding and
practical engineering design.
clic voltammetry—to diagnose

the soft breakdown in ASSLBs.

Moreover, a low-frequency elec-

trochemical impedance analysis is

employed to quantify the soft

breakdown phenomenon. Finally,

a standard testing protocol is

suggested, which could help this

community obtain reliable and

comparable results in the future.

This work’s fundamental under-

standing and established assess-

ment metrics are also applicable

to other metal-based all-solid-

state batteries.
INTRODUCTION

All-solid-state lithium batteries (ASSLBs) have recently received substantial attention

because of their unprecedented safety and high theoretical energy density.1 To

enable ASSLBs, various solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) have been reported, such as

sulfides,2,3 oxides,4 halides,5,6 borohydrides,7 and polymer electrolytes.8,9 Some

of them have demonstrated high ionic conductivity at room temperature, which is

even higher than that of liquid electrolytes.3 However, directly incorporating these

SSEs into lithium-ion batteries sacrifices their energy density because inorganic

SSEs generally have a higher density than liquid electrolytes. To secure a high

energy density, a lithium metal anode is required in solid-state batteries because

of its high theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh g�1) and lowest electrochemical potential

of all anode materials (�3.040 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode). However,

lithium metal has been plagued by lithium dendrite growth.10 This long-standing

challenge may be overcome by inorganic SSEs because of their high elastic

modulus.11–13 To investigate Li metal stability against SSEs, a solid-state symmetric

cell with a sandwiched configuration of Li/SSE/Li has been frequently used because

of its simplicity. Based on Li/SSE/Li symmetrical results, various advanced strategies

have been claimed to be effective in suppressing lithium dendrite growth in SSEs

and interfacial reactions.14–19 At first glance, these advances are very encouraging

for the commercialization of ASSLBs. However, there are two misconceptions about

Li/SSE/Li symmetric cell research. First, most previous strategies were evaluated

with unrealistic assessment metrics such as limited areal capacity, making them
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impractical to incorporate into practical all-solid-state pouch cells. Second, some

Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells demonstrated deceptive cycling stability because of the

unawareness of soft breakdown.20,21

What is a soft breakdown phenomenon? Ideally, the charge carrier of a solid-state

symmetric cell should be only ions. If a Li/SSE/Li symmetric cell has both ion and

electron transport, it is a soft breakdown (Figure 1A). If a cell has only electron trans-

port, that is called hard breakdown. To the best of our knowledge, the soft break-

down phenomenon is very common in solid-state batteries but has been overlooked

until now, most likely due to the lack of an effective method to identify it. Therefore,

it is necessary and urgent to propose a simple but effective method to identify

the soft breakdown phenomenon and then establish a testing benchmark for the

research community of ASSLBs so that all future endeavors can be unanimously

used for the practical application of ASSLBs.

To this end, we first review the current status of solid-state Li/SSE/Li symmetric

cells and then highlight some unrealistic assessment criteria in the literature,

which is perhaps related to the unawareness of soft breakdown in ASSLBs.

Then, a simple but effective diagnosis method—cyclic voltammetry (CV)—is

proposed to identify the soft breakdown. Furthermore, the degree of soft break-

down can be quantitively determined by low-frequency electrochemical imped-

ance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis. In order to establish a standard protocol for

Li/SSE/Li symmetric cell investigation, several overlooked technical parameters,

including the areal capacity of Li metal, SSE thickness, and porosity, are numer-

ically evaluated to reveal their effect on the gravimetric and volumetric energy

density of practical all-solid-state pouch cells. With these in-depth understand-

ings, a standard testing protocol for Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells is finally estab-

lished and recommended, which should be implemented in future research to

help obtain reliable and comparable results for both scientific understanding

and practical engineering design. We hope this work can draw attention to the

fact that strict evaluation of lithium metal anode should base on practical energy

density targets so that new advances and strategies can effectively incorporate

into practical high-energy-density ASSLBs.
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RESULTS

Status of solid-state Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells and corresponding ASSLBs

We first reviewed the current status of solid-state symmetric cells (Li/SSE/Li) and

their corresponding ASSLBs. Several abnormal phenomena merit special attention

here. (1) Many Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells demonstrated long-term stability but a min-

imal areal capacity (0.01–0.5 mAh.cm�2) (Figure 1B).22–32 Such a limited areal capac-

ity corresponds to only 50 nm–2.5 mm of Li plated and stripped. Considering that a

thick Li (�460 mm) was normally used in those reports, the fraction of Li metal that

was platted and stripped is only 0.01%–0.5%, which means the volume change of

Li metal anode in ASSLBs was not revealed in those reports. (2) The plated capacity

of symmetric cells is sometimes lower than their corresponding all-solid-state full

cells. This discrepancy raises the question of why a Li/SSE/Li symmetric cell is only

plated/stripped with a shallow capacity (e.g., 0.1 mAh.cm�2) if a lithiummetal anode

can be cycled with a large areal capacity (e.g., 1 mAh.cm�2) in all-solid-state full cells

(Figure 1B). (3) Some references demonstrated Li metal stability against Li metal with

very limited areal capacity but large current density, i.e., a small areal capacity of

0.25 mAh.cm�2 with a high current density of 8.6 mA.cm�2,33 0.004167 mAh.cm�2

cycled by 0.05 mA.cm�2.34 In these cases, the Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells were only
2 Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022
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Figure 1. Status of Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells and their corresponding ASSLBs

(A) Schematical diagram of all-solid-state batteries with different conduction mechanisms.

(B) The disparity of cycling capacity between Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells and corresponding ASSLBs.

(C) High-performance all-solid-state lithium symmetric cells. The reference data were summarized in Table S1.
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charged/discharged in just a few minutes, indicating that interfacial reactions are

minimized due to their very short plating/stripping time.35 (4) It is encouraging

that several references have demonstrated high areal capacities (i.e., 1, 2, and

5 mAh cm�2) with good cycling stability (Figure 1C).36–38 However, these reports

did not verify whether the symmetric cells have a soft breakdown or not, which

may be due to the unawareness of the soft breakdown phenomenon in Li/SSE/Li

and the lack of an effective method to identify it.

These abnormal phenomena have significantly retarded the progress of

improving Li metal anodes for practical engineering of ASSLBs, mainly due to

arbitrary testing parameters and ignorance of soft breakdown. In fact, soft break-

down phenomena in solid-state symmetric cells are pretty common because of

the high electronic conductivity of SSE, poor interfacial solid-solid ionic contact,

and uneven localized electric field.39,40 As shown in Figures S1–S3, the soft break-

down is observed in all-solid-state Li symmetric cells with various SSEs, including

oxide electrolytes (i.e., Li6.5La3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12 [LLZTO]), halide electrolytes (i.e.,

Li3ScCl6), and sulfide electrolytes (e.g., Li10GeP2S12 [LGPS]). The soft breakdown

phenomenon leads to deceptive lithium stability, which is challenging to identify

just by looking into plating and stripping curves and/or simple EIS analysis.
Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022 3



Figure 2. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of soft breakdown by CV

(A) Illustration of lithium dendrite formation in Li/SE/Li symmetric cells with a soft breakdown.

(B) An equivalent circuit describes the ion and electron transport inside the symmetric cell after the

soft breakdown.
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Under this circumstance, we propose that CV could be used to identify the soft

breakdown. In principle, the electrochemical process of Li plating and stripping

will be identified by CV if the symmetrical cell has no electron transport. In contrast,

CV will show a linear response if the symmetrical cell has a hard breakdown, which

indicates no interfacial electrochemical process occurs. For a Li/SSE/Li symmetric

cell with soft breakdown, CV will show amixed state of both electrochemical process

and electronic conduction. Therefore, CV is a simple but effective method to diag-

nose the soft breakdown phenomenon in solid-state symmetric cells.
Proposing cyclic voltammetry to identify the soft breakdown of solid-state

symmetric cells

Figure 2A schematically illustrates a cross-sectional image of a Li/SSE/Li symmetric

cell with a soft breakdown, in which lithium dendrites grow at the grain boundaries

but are not connected.39,40 In this case, an equivalent circuit can be built to simulate

the symmetric cell, as shown in Figure 2B. Ion transport is governed by the resistance

of SSEs and interfacial resistance between Li metal and SSEs. The interfacial resis-

tance includes charge transfer resistance (Rct ) and resistance of the interphase

(RSEI).
41 Electron transport is limited by the electrical resistance of SSEs. Therefore,

the overall current combines electronic current and ionic current in the symmetric

cell, as expressed by Equation 1 below.

Imixed = Iion + Ie =
V

Rion +RSEI +Rct
+
V

Re
(Equation 1)

where Imixed represents the peak current of solid-state symmetric cells in CV. Iion is the

ionic current contributed by ion transport, whereas Ie is the electronic current from

electron transport. V is the applied bias on the solid-state symmetric cells. Rion is

the resistance of SSEs. RSEI represents the resistance of the interphase between

SSEs and Li metal, Rct represents charge transfer resistance, and Re is the electric

resistance of SSEs, which describes the electron transport in the symmetric cell.

If there are no interfacial reactions and degradation of SSEs, the CV current should

remain the same upon cycling, as demonstrated by the symmetric cells with liquid

electrolytes.42 If there are some interfacial reactions and/or SSE degradation, the

current should become smaller and smaller due to the increase of Rion and Rint .

Only Re becomes smaller, we can observe the current increases in the CV profile.

Therefore, the soft and hard breakdowns of Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells can be identi-

fied by just determining the current change of the CV profile.
4 Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022
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To quantify the electron transport portion in Li/SSE/Li cells with soft breakdown, we

can use low-frequency EIS to determine the electronic resistance of SSEs after the

soft breakdown. The electronic current ratio (he) caused by the soft breakdown

can be quantified as below.

he =
Ie

Imixed
3 100% =

Rion +RSEI +Rct

Re
3 100% (Equation 2)

Before cycling, Re is hundreds and thousands of times higher than Rion and Rint .

Therefore, he is close to zero, implying no electron transport at all. The ionic current

mainly contributes the overall current. As the lithium dendrite grows, Re becomes

smaller because lithium dendrite forms inside SSEs, which is inductive to electron

tunneling; thus, the electronic current increases. As a result, he becomes larger

and larger. In addition, the electronic current increase ratio u can be expressed by

Equation 3:

u =
DI

Iinitial
=
Iafter � Iinitial

Iinitial
3100% (Equation 3)

In light of this theoretical understanding, CV can be used to qualitatively detect the

soft breakdown of a solid-state Li/SSE/Li symmetric cell after long-term cycling. In

addition, low-frequency EIS analysis can be employed to quantitively determine

the degree of soft breakdown in the solid-state symmetric cells.
Qualitative and quantitative analyses of soft breakdown by cyclic

voltammetry and EIS

To prove the effectiveness of the above-mentioned electrochemical analyses, we

performed CV analysis on the Li/LGPS/Li and Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetric cells after

long-term cycling. Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells were platted and stripped with a

current density of 3 mA.cm�2 and an areal capacity of 3 mAh.cm�2 (Figure 3A).

Surprisingly, Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells can be cycled under this practical

condition but show an extremely large overpotential. The voltage drops slowly

after 25 h and stabilizes at 0.8 V after 100 h, which indicates the typical soft break-

down phenomenon, not an interface stabilization process.43,44 Before the soft

breakdown, the peak current of Li/LGPS/Li is gradually reduced due to the degra-

dation of LGPS (Figure 3B). In contrast, the CV peak current of the Li/LGPS/Li

after a soft breakdown is gradually increased (Figure 3C), which is indicative of

substantial electron transport inside Li/LGPS/Li. The reason for this soft break-

down is that LGPS will ultimately turn into a mixed electron/ion conductor due

to the formation of LixGe alloys, Li3P, and Li2S interphase, which is ion/electron

conductive.45 Therefore, we can see a ‘‘deceptive Li stability’’ over a long

time. Another supplementary method to identify the soft breakdown of Li/SSE/

Li is to determine the leakage current after cycling. If the leak current signifi-

cantly increases, which is also indicative of electron transport. The leakage cur-

rent of Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells is three times higher after soft breakdown

(Figure S4).

Not only does Li10GeP2S12 show the soft breakdown phenomenon but so does

Li6PS5Cl. Unlike Li10GeP2S12, Li6PS5Cl is free of metal ions. Therefore, Li6PS5Cl forms

ion-conducting interphase at the interface.46,47 As the Li/Li6P5SCl/Li symmetrical cell

cannot be cycled under 3 mAh.cm�2 (Figure S5) because of hard breakdown, as

identified when we tested it at 0.2 mA.cm�2 with 0.2 mAh.cm�2. This symmetric

cell shows a ‘‘soft breakdown’’ after 20 h and a hard breakdown after 230 h (Fig-

ure 3D). The CV profile of the Li/Li6P5SCl/Li shows that after the first cycle, the

peak current suddenly increases and then stabilizes (Figure 3E), which also hints
Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022 5



Figure 3. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of soft breakdown by cyclic voltammetry and EIS

(A) Li+ plating/stripping behavior in Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells under the condition of 3 mA cm�2 and 3 mAh cm�2.

(B) CV profiles of pristine Li/Li10GeP2S12/Li symmetric cells.

(C) CV profiles of Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells with soft breakdown.

(D) Li+ plating/stripping behavior in Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetric cells under the condition of 0.2 mA cm�2 and 0.2 mAh cm�2.

(E) CV profiles of pristine Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetric cells.

(F) CV profiles of Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetric cells with hard breakdown.

(G) EIS spectra of Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells before cycling.

(H) EIS spectra of Li/LGPS/Li symmetric cells with soft breakdown.

(I) Temperature-dependent EIS profiles of Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetric cells with hard breakdown.
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at both ion and electron transport. Therefore, deceptive lithium stability is well

observed. After the hard breakdown, the CV profile only shows a linear line, which

equals a resistor (Figure 3F). These experimental analyses demonstrated that CV

is a simple but straightforward method to diagnose the soft breakdown phenome-

non in solid-state symmetric cells.
6 Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022
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Low-frequency EIS was further employed to quantify the electron transport contribu-

tion to the overall leakage current. Taking Li/LGPS/Li as an example, the EIS profile

of Li/LGPS/Li before cycling shows a semicircle at the high and middle frequencies

and a depressed semicircle, which can be ascribed to the interfacial resistance be-

tween Li and SSE (Rint), which consists of the resistance of an interphase (RSEI) and

charge transfer resistance (Rct) (Figure 3G).41 After the soft breakdown, the intersec-

tion of the high frequency (7 MHz) line with the real axis is the resistance of the elec-

tronic and ionic resistance in parallel, and the intersection of the low-frequency

(0.001 Hz) line with the real axis is the electronic resistance (Re) (Figure 3H).48 Based

on this understanding, the electronic conductivity of Li/LGPS/Li after soft breakdown

can be quantified (4.782 3 10�4 S.cm�1), which is five orders of magnitude higher

than pristine LGPS (10�9 S.cm�1). After the hard breakdown (Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li), the

EIS only shows an inductive line (Figure 3H), which means a strong lithium dendrite

contacting both electrodes and resulting in a hard breakdown. With rational low-

frequency EIS analysis, the electronic conductivity of Li/SSE/Li after soft breakdown

can be quantified.

Alternative methods to detect soft breakdown

It should bementioned that the soft breakdown phenomenon is common to all metal

batteries, particularly under high current densities and large capacities, but it is chal-

lenging to be detected no matter in liquid or solid-state systems.49,50 For instance,

C. Zhi’s group pointed out the soft breakdown phenomenon of aqueous Zn-ion

batteries and proposed several alternative methods to detect soft breakdown,51

including (1) determining activation energy using low-temperature EIS analysis,10

(2) interfacial charge transfer resistance analysis,51 (3) validating the overpotential

after tuning the current density (an unchanged or lower overpotential under higher

current density is an indicator of soft breakdown), and (4) using asymmetrical cells

(with thin metal anodes) or full cells, in which the fluctuation of charge curves (or up-

per cut-off voltage cannot be reached) is a good indicator of soft breakdown.52–54

We also attempted to determine the activation energy of Li/SSE/Li solid-state sym-

metric cells after soft breakdown. The activation energy is reduced after soft break-

down for relatively stable SSEs, e.g., Li6PS5Cl (Figure S6). For Li-unstable SSEs such

as LGPS, activation energy cannot be determined via temperature-dependent EIS

analysis (Figure S7) because of the side reactions between lithium dendrites and

LGPS. Therefore, using low-temperature EIS analysis is more accurate in obtaining

the activation energy, which can minimize the side reactions.51 Furthermore, full

cell (or asymmetrical cell) analysis is the most direct way to identify the soft break-

down. The fluctuation of charge curves and the over-charge phenomenon of the

all-solid-state full cell are related to the soft breakdown of SSEs (Figure S8), which

lead to the low Coulombic efficiency. Therefore, we advocate a comprehensive

analysis of all-solid-state batteries to exclude soft breakdown, which is pivotal for

practical advances in all-solid-state battery technology.

Key parameters determining attainable energy density of all-solid-state

lithium batteries

Before establishing a standard testing protocol, we need to understand which pa-

rameters are essential and how they affect the energy density of practical all-solid-

state pouch cells. Here, we would like to emphasize that the most important param-

eter for evaluating Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells is the areal capacity of Li metal cycled.

Based on high areal capacity, other parameters can be fairly evaluated, including

cycling life, current density, critical current density, and Coulombic efficiency.

Furthermore, the thickness and porosity of SSEs, which generally were unspecified

in previous literature, should be clarified in future reports. Based on the industrial
Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022 7



Figure 4. Effect of areal capacity, SE thickness, and porosity on the gravimetric and volumetric energy density of all-solid-state lithium metal

batteries

(A) Areal-capacity-dependent gravimetric energy density, (B) areal-capacity-dependent volumetric energy density, (C) SE thickness-dependent

gravimetric energy density, (D) SE thickness-dependent volumetric energy density, (E) porosity-dependent gravimetric energy density, and (F) porosity-

dependent volumetric energy density.
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standard parameters, we numerically analyzed the effect of the areal capacity

of Li metal, SSE thickness, and porosity on gravimetric and volumetric energy

density.55,56 (1) If Li metal anodes are cycled with an areal capacity less than

1 mAh cm�2, the gravimetric energy density of ASSLBs will not go beyond

200Wh.kg�1, nomatter what kinds of SSEs are used (Figure 4A). To realize an energy

density over 300 Wh.kg�1, the minimum requirement of Li metal capacity is

3 mAh.cm�2. The corresponding volumetric energy density will reach 800 Wh.L�1

(Figure 4B). If 4 mAh.cm�2 is fully utilized, the attainable energy density is

400 Wh.kg�1. As guided by ARPA-E IONICS, 3 mAh.cm�2 can be set as the first

target that needs to be realized in Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells without any soft break-

down. (2) The SSE thickness also plays a crucial role in attainable energy density.57,58

As shown in Figure 4C, with 500–1,000 mm thick SSEs, the attainable energy density

will not exceed 150 Wh.kg�1. To meet 300 Wh.kg�1, the thickness of SSE should be

less than 30 mm. The corresponding volumetric energy density is close to 900Wh.L�1

(Figure 4D). Therefore, continuous research efforts should be devoted to thin SSE

fabrication, and a target of 30 mm should be realized.56,59–62 (3) The porosity of

SSEs and composite electrodes should also be considered, which has not been

well emphasized yet. The porosity of SSEs also has a significant effect on the

lithium dendrite growth and solid-solid ionic contact. Based on our numerical anal-

ysis, the porosity of SSEs and composite electrodes should be less than 10% to attain

competitive volumetric and gravimetric energy density (Figures 4E and 4F). (4) The
8 Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022



Table 1. Recommend evaluation protocol for Li/Li symmetric cells

Step 1: control electrolyte the porosity and thickness of SSE should be given. The ideal SSE
thickness is 30 mm.

Step 2: thin Li metal a thin Li metal foil should be used for future research (i.e., 30 mm for
3 mAh.cm�2, 40 mm for 4 mAh.cm�2, keeping the N/P ratio as 2)

Step 3: control capacity
to evaluate cycling life

set the areal capacity as 3 mAh.cm�2 for the Li plating/stripping
cycle. The current density can be 1–3 mA.cm�2.

Step 4: exclude soft
breakdown

after long-term cycling, cyclic voltammetry should be analyzed to
check if the cell has a soft breakdown or not.

Step 5: test critical
current density

set the cycling capacity as 3 mAh.cm�2. Then adjust the current
density fromC/10 (0.3mA.cm�2) to 4C (12mA.cm�2). Run the cell for
at least 5–10 cycles under each current density.

15 mm Li/SSE/30 mm Li

Step 5: Coulombic
efficiency testing

set the cycling capacity as 3 mAh.cm�2, count how many cycles
15 mm Li metal can last, and then calculate the average Coulombic
efficiency for 15 mmLi. This average Coulombic efficiency can predict
the real cycle life of ASSLBs.
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pressure of ASSLBs should be standardized for comparison. The volume change can

be fairly evaluated with a thin Li metal anode. Using external pressure to improve the

battery cycling is required. Therefore, the pressure for battery cycling should also be

given. Otherwise, the reported results are hard to be reproduced. This

numerical analysis delivers several takeaways: (1) the minimum areal capacity of

3 mAh.cm�2 should be guaranteed in the future Li/SSE/Li cells, (2) the thickness

and porosity of SSEs should be clarified, (3) thin Li metal (<30 mm) should be used

in future research, and (4) the pressure and temperature for testing should also be

articulated in future reports.

Establishing a standard testing protocol for Li/SSE/Li symmetrical cells

Based on the insightful discussion above, we propose a standard protocol for eval-

uating Li/SSE/Li symmetric cells, as listed in Table 1. (1) When making Li/SSE/Li sym-

metric cells or ASSLBs, the thickness and porosity of SSEs should be given. Prefer-

ably, the thickness of SSE should be less than 50 mm. The ideal porosity of SSEs

should be less than 10%. We recommend the solvent-free method to fabricate

thin and freestanding SSE membranes.59,60 (2) A thin lithium metal anode should

be cycled with a large areal capacity. As suggested by ARPA-E IONIC, it is better

to test lithium metal anode with 3 mA.cm�2 and 3 mAh.cm�2. This practical testing

benchmark can demonstrate how effective the applied strategy is. (3) After long-

term cycling, CV and low-frequency EIS should be performed and analyzed to iden-

tify and avoid deceptive Li stability. (4) Critical current density also should be tested

with a large cycling capacity of 3 mAh cm�2. The maximum current density can

be 12 mA.cm�2 to simulate fast charging capability. Under each current density,

Li/SSE/Li should be cycled at least 5–10 cycles for each current density, not just

one cycle as most researchers do. (5) To obtain the Coulombic efficiency, we sug-

gest using asymmetric cells (e.g., 15 mm Li/SSE/30 mm Li), in which the average

Coulombic efficiency can be calculated to predict practical battery life.63 The oper-

ating pressure and temperature should be given. Following these rules, we believe

the future research could be fairly compared and even incorporated into practical

solid-state lithium metal pouch cells.

DISCUSSION

In this perspective, we started with a literature survey of ASSLBs and pointed out the

unawareness of soft breakdown and random testing parameters, which have signif-

icantly retarded the commercial progress of ASSLBs. Then, a simple but effective

method—CV—is proposed to diagnose the soft breakdown hidden in all-solid-state
Joule 6, 1–12, August 17, 2022 9
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symmetric cells, which can effectively exclude the deceptive Li metal stability in

symmetrical solid-state cells in the future. In combination with rational analysis of

low-frequency EIS, the self-discharge of solid-state symmetric cells caused by soft

breakdown can be quantitatively determined. In the end, a standard testing protocol

for Li/SSE/Li symmetric is established and outlined, allowing all future research to be

fairly compared and centralized toward a specific energy density target (i.e., 400 or

500 Wh.kg�1). Using thin Li metal and ultrathin SSEs is necessary for future research,

which can help identify the technical engineering issues early. This work’s funda-

mental understanding and established assessment metrics are also applicable to

other metal-based solid-state batteries, such as Na-metal batteries.

METHOD

Li10GeP2S12 and Li6PS5Cl were supplied by MSE Supplier. The LLZTO powder was

purchased from Tai’an City Faraday Energy Technology. Li3ScCl6 was synthesized

in our lab, as described in our previous paper.43 To make the solid-state lithium sym-

metric cells, 100 mg solid electrolytes were uniaxially pressed into a 10 mm pellet

under 380 MPa in a homemade mold cell. Then Li foils were attached on both sides

of SE pellets and pressed at 50MPa. The symmetric cells with Li/SSE/Li configuration

were assembled in an ultra-pure argon-filled glove box. The Li stripping/plating

studies were carried out using NEWARE battery analyzers with a voltage range of

0–5 V and a current range of 10 mA at room temperature. Constant current densities

were applied to the electrodes during repeated stripping/plating while the potential

was recorded over time. Electrochemical impedance analysis was performed on a

biologic electrochemical station with a frequency range from 7 to 1 MHz with an

amplitude of 10 mV. CV was also performed on a biologic electrochemical station

with a scan rate of 0.2 mV.S�1. The numerical analysis of attainable energy density

of practical all-solid-state pouch cells with a dimension of 103 5 cm2 was performed

in accordance with Liu et al.55 and Wang et al.56
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